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People differ in what they experience as stressful and to what extent. We define a variable-stress 
threshold (a)-that links the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis and the memory system 
in a feedback mechanism, Current a dictates the intensity of a stimulus that turns the stress response 
on. On the other hand, each "jump" of the HPA axis helps long-term registration of the stressful event 
via concentration changes of some of its products, consequently changing the value of a for future 
stressors. After the action of a strong exterior stressor, the new stressful memory acts as an internal 
source of stress. We assume that its intensity decreases with the rate of processing the stressful infor
mation. This process is characterized by a time parameter r. Both a and r are individual: They depend 
on personality traits, genetic as well as acquired. The mathematical model presented here simulates the 
feedback mechanism between the HPA axis and the memory system involved in stress reaction. 

The classic definition of stress originates from Hans 
Selye. According to him, stress comprises a set of unspe
cific reactions of an organism that are activated to main
tain homeostasis in changed environmental conditions (i.e., 
to help the organism adapt to them). Stimuli that provoke 
stress are called stressors, and, accordingly, complex sit
uations that lead to stress are qualified as stressful. 

Dienstbier (1989) makes a distinction between the 
types of stressors (and, accordingly, of stress) that chal
lenge and those that cause threat/harm/loss. This cate
gorization is important because it assumes different un
derlying mechanisms and the involvement of different 
neuroendocrine systems. It is well known that two neuro
endocrine systems are mainly involved in stress responses: 
the symphatetic-nervous-system-stimulated catecho
laminic (adrenal-medullary) system and the hypothalamo
pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis. Dienstbier links the 
challenge predominantly to the first system, whereas the 
threat/harm/ loss additionally turns on the HPA axis. Our 
use of the terms stress and stressful will assume the in
volvement of the HPA axis. 

People react differently in stressful situations. What is 
stressful for one does not have to be stressful for another 
person, or not to the same extent. Empirical studies show 
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that level of distress caused by the same stressor is dif
ferent for different people (Cox & Ferguson, 1991). To ex
press these differences, we introduce the parameter CJ', a 
threshold for psychological stressors that can be defined 
as a minimal degree of external stimulus able to evoke 
HPA axis arousal. The following is a statistical definition: 
For any given situation, a stress threshold is an inverse 
measure of probability of experiencing it as stressful. This 
means that ifthere is a large number of situations and if 
two people with different thresholds go through all of 
them, a vulnerable individual will experience more of 
these situations as stressful than will a tough person, with 
inverse proportion to their thresholds. At the same time, 
this formulation allows a particular situation to be stress
ful for a tougher person (higher CJ') and not stressful for 
the more vulnerable one (lower CJ'). In other words, any
one can have conditioned stressors that are specific to him/ 
her even if he/she is generally tough. 

We can ask further, What causes individual differences 
in recognizing a situation as stressful? Generally, there 
are two groups of factors determining stress threshold: 
genetic and experiential. These factors mutually influence 
each other, thus changing stress vulnerability with accu
mulation of life experience. The core of vulnerability is 
a wide generalized disposition known as neuroticism
one of the five basic personality dimensions, according 
to the "big five" model of personality structure and func
tioning (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Costa and McCrae de
fine it as a "tendency to experience negative affects such 
as fear, sadness, embarrassment, anger, guilt and dis
gust." According to these authors, main indicators of 
neuroticism are anxiety, angry hostility, depression, self
consciousness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability. This 
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fundamental dimension of human behavior regularly ap
pears under the same name or similar names in all major, 
solidly operationalized, personality theories. Janet (1909; 
according to van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1989) labels 
it vulnerability, Eysenck and Eysenck (1969) label it 
neuroticism, Momirovic, Wolf, and Dzamonja (1992) 
label it general conative dysfunction, Cloninger (1987) 
labels it harm avoidance, Guilford (1959) labels it the 
negative pole of emotional stability, Cattell (1970) labels 
it anxiety, Tellegen et al. (1988) label it negative emo
tionality, and so on. 

Despite the fact that increase of vulnerability is a gen
eral reaction starting right after a traumatic event, the 
longitudinal consequences of such an event can be dif
ferent: Some people come out toughened by this experi
ence, and some become more vulnerable. To cite Mc
Farlane and Yehuda (1996): "The experience of such 
events can modify an individual's vulnerability to subse
quent traumatic events ... Equally, such experiences can 
become powerful sources of motivation for some indi
viduals, indicating that trauma can have positive effects 
on those who survive the ordeal ... " 

Accumulating life experience means learning. When 
a person is being exposed to a stressor, he/she reacts in a 
certain way. There are clinical observations suggesting 
that the first days after a traumatic event are when people 
evaluate their behavior (Shalev, 1996). This self-evaluation 
is very important for the final stress effect. If coping is 
evaluated as successful, a subsequent encounter of this 
type of situation will be less stressful, and the contrary. 
Coping skills themselves also strongly depend on per
sonality traits-mainly, neuroticism. Without an interven
tion from the environment, a highly neurotic (vulnerable) 
individual is likely to fall into a baleful feedback loop: 
high neuroticism leads to poor coping, which leads to 
negative self-evaluation, the consequence of which is a 
further rise in neuroticism. The eventual result can be de
pression. Researchers from the University of Michigan 
(Katterman, 1995) found that, in about three quarters of 
depressed patients, a stressful life event has occurred 
during the preceding several months. 

The experiments of Seligman and his collaborators 
(Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; Miller & Selig
man, 1975; Seligman & Maier, 1967) emphasize the role 
of learning. They demonstrate that learned helplessness 
may be a valid model of depression (one of the strongest 
indicators of neuroticism). The main behavioral symp
toms oflearned helplessness are a deficit in response ini
tiation and a problem in associating reinforcement with 
responding. They result from learning that reinforce
ment and responding are independent from each other. If 
one has learned from previous experience that there is 
no connection between reinforcement and responding 
(i.e., that stressful situations are uncontrollable), this 
raises the probability that the person will emerge from a 
stressful situation more vulnerable. On the contrary, if 

one has learned from previous experience how to asso
ciate reinforcement with responding (i.e., how to have 
active control over the environment), then there is a higher 
probability that one will be toughened by stressful events 
(an extensive review on "toughening" and relations to 
personality is given in Dienstbier, 1989). So, both tough
ening and learned helplessness are consequences oflearn
ing from stressful situations. The bottom line is that, al
though neuroticism as a basic personality trait strongly 
depends on genetics, learning through life experience 
modifies it. 

How long does it take to overcome stress? This ques
tion can be answered using the time parameter rconcern
ing the rate of emotional information processing. This 
parameter represents the time needed to dissociate the 
factual information from the affective component and to 
integrate it in the structured long-term memory from the 
site of the first storage. We can say that stressful informa
tion is accepted when one stops reacting emotionally to 
the memory of that event. So, at the end of this process, 
there are two long-term memory traces: one for the facts 
of the event and one for the emotional reaction. We pos
tulate that the time dependence of emotional information 
processing is exponential with a characteristic period r. 
This raises the question, Is it possible to recognize r in 
human behavior-that is, What is a valid indication of r 
in human behavior and how can it be measured? 

Our assumption is that r is directly related to another 
basic trait in the "big five" model of personality-open
ness. Openness is a broad and general dimension, seen in 
"vivid fantasy, artistic sensitivity, depth of feeling, be
havioral flexibility, intellectual curiosity and unconven
tional attitudes" (McCrae, 1996). We suppose that the 
underlying neurophysiological mechanism causing indi
vidual differences in openness also plays a crucial role in 
processing traumatic information. A higher degree of 
openness means that a person is more cognitively flexi
ble and therefore needs less time (smaller r) to assimilate 
new information that caused emotional arousal. A low 
degree of openness characterizes a rigid cognitive sys
tem to which we ascribe high r (slow processing). A direct 
prediction of this hypothesized relation is that individu
als suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
have low scores on measures of openness. 

The next two sections are brief overviews of the HPA 
axis and memory system functioning, with emphasis on 
their role in stress response and with references to some 
of the literature where details can be found. In the third 
section, we introduce a mathematical model gradually, 
explaining notions and terms used and citing experi
mental and clinical results that led us to this model; this 
Model section is divided into subsections corresponding 
to the steps of the stress response, which we precisely 
define. A computer simulation is described in the fourth 
section; the simulation results are shown in figures. In 
the fifth section, we discuss the range and limitations of 



the model, with reference to some questions in stress re
search. In the last section, we point out the essence, pur
pose, and implications of our model. 

THE HPAAXIS 

The HPA axis regularly works at a steady, homeostatic 
level with a characteristic diurnal rhythm. In the presence 
of stressors, the HPA axis enhances its work. Stressors 
can be various-physiological or psychological (differ
ing within these categories, too). Which pathway will be 
used to activate the stress axis depends on the kind of 
stressor. When a stressful situation is not a "simple" phys
iological threat (cold, hunger, pain, hypoxia, etc.), cog
nitive processing is included. Such stressors are called 
processive, and they become stressful only by compari
son with previous experience (Herman & Cullinan, 
1997; van der Kolk, 1996c). The comparing and attach
ing of emotional significance to an event is probably done 
by the amygdala (Herman & Cullinan, 1997; Roozen
daal, Cahill, & McGaugh, 1996); the limbic system then 
signals "alarm" to the HPA axis. Limbic stress pathways 
include the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and hippocam
pus. Detailed reviews ofHPA axis activation and inhibi
tion pathways are given in Herman and Cullinan (1997), 
Chrousos and Gold (1992), and Axelrod and Terry (1984). 
Basically, paraventricular nuclei (PVN) in the hypothal
amus generate corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH), 
which induces the adenocorticotropin (ACTH) produc
tion in the pituitary; subsequently, ACTH stimulates the 
adrenal cortex to produce glucocorticoids, which in turn 
decrease their own production and the production of 
both CRH and ACTH. There are many other participants 
in the stress response mechanism (Axelrod, 1984; Barden, 
Reul, & Holsboer, 1995; Chrousos & Gold, 1992; Dinan, 
1996; Feldman & Weidenfeld, 1996; Folk & Long, 1988; 
Herman & Cullinan, 1997; Jacobs, 1994; Kalicanin & 
Lecic-Tosevski, 1994; Paunovic & Babinski, 1995), but 
these three form its "backbone." The HPA axis activity in
tensifies under the influence of a stressing stimulus. We 
suggest that the stress-aroused concentration change of 
one (or more) of the HPA axis products helps store the 
memory about stress. The memory of the stressful event 
then modifies the threshold for future stressors. 

MEMORY SYSTEMS 

Memory and learning mechanisms in humans and an
imals are subjects of interest for many scientists from 
various fields: psychologists, psychiatrists, neurologists, 
computer scientists, and so on. The picture of the infor
mation pathways in the brain is far from being com
pleted. Research results indicate the importance of the 
following memory system structures in processing in
formation: the hippocampal and adjacent perirhinal and 
parahippocampal cortices (Bremner, Krystal, Southwick, 
& Charney, 1995; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991; Zola
Morgan & Squire, 1990), the prefrontal cortex (Dama-
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sio, 1994, 1996; Goldman-Rakic, 1996), and the amyg
dala (Murray & Mishkin, 1985). 

The first phase oflearning is rapid (seconds to minutes) 
compared with the next phase (weeks to months). During 
the second phase, which is called consolidation (Bremner 
et aI., 1995), memories are gradually being transferred 
from their initial storage sites to new locations in the 
neocortex for long-term storage. When consolidation is 
over, memories become independent ofthe hippocampal 
system, as shown in many cases of retrograde hippocam
pal amnesia (Kim & Fanselow, 1992; Squire & Knowlton, 
1995; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991; Zola-Morgan & 
Squire, 1990). On neuronal level, the mechanism in the 
hippocampus that accounts for both initial learning and 
consolidation is long-term potentiation (for a brief over
view, see Bear, 1997). 

The key difference between rapid and slow learning is 
in the associations among elements of memories. In the 
former case, associations are arbitrary, whereas, in the 
latter, they are meaningful. That is why the long-term 
"packing" is slow and gradual. McClelland, McNaughton, 
and O'Reilly (1995) hypothesize that a particular item is 
learned through a series of presentations interleaved with 
exposure to other examples from a corresponding do
main (stored earlier), and that is why they call this kind 
of learning interleaved. In such a way, information is 
classified in categories. Thus, obtained conceptual knowl
edge forms a firm "structured knowledge system" wherein 
each new memory gets a proper place determined by sim
ilarity to previously acquired concepts. 

In the case of emotion-arousing information, it is still 
unknown to what extent the processing differs from the 
one described. So far, it is evident that the emotional mem
orizing process involves the amygdalar complex (Bremner 
et aI., 1995; Cahill, Babinsky, Markowitsch, & Mc
Gaugh, 1995; Calvin, 1990; Damasio, 1994, 1996; Rooz
endaal, Cahill, & McGaugh, 1996; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 
1991) and adrenergic systems (Cahill et aI., 1995; Cahill, 
Prins, Weber, & McGaugh, 1994; Roozendaal, Cahill, & 
McGaugh, 1996). The amygdala is the main link be
tween emotions and memories. On one hand, it attaches 
emotional significance to incoming information and, if 
needed, alarms the HPA axis (as mentioned in the previ
ous section). On the other hand, storing emotional mem
ories is impossible without it. Thus, it seems logical that 
the amygdala plays one of the leading roles in forming 
the stress threshold. But, the apparatus for constituting 
the stress threshold must be more complex-it must en
compass both declarative (facts and events) and non
declarative (fear conditioning and other emotional re
sponses) memory systems because the categories of 
objects and situations have to be connected to emotional 
reactions. 

Emotions "catalyze" memorizing via action of the 
amygdala. The higher the emotional arousal, the deeper 
the engraving ofthe memory. On the other hand, too high 
an arousal inhibits normal hippocampal function in inte
grating and sorting information (van der Kolk, 1996c; 
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van der Kolk & McFarlane, 1996). The result is a trau
matic memory that is isolated (dissociated) from other 
life experiences and exists in fragments on a more prim
itive, perceptual level (Bremner et aI., 1995; van der Kolk, 
1996c), as Janet (1889; see van der Kolk & van der Hart, 
1989) had already observed in 19th century. Traumatic 
memories do not submit to voluntary control (since they 
failed to be transformed into declarative form) and are 
usually triggered in the states of high arousal. Thus, the 
often mentioned inverted U-shaped function of memo
ries versus emotions applies to hippocampal memory pro
cessing (i.e., to memorizing in a declarative form), whereas 
memorizing in general (in any form) is an all increasing 
function of emotional arousal. Furthermore, the higher 
emotional arousal, the less distortion of memory traces. 

Damasio's (1994, 1996) somatic marker hypothesis 
about emotional memories deserves mention. Whenever 
an event arouses emotions, a pattern of neuronal activa
tion (i.e., memory trace) representing the changes in body 
state emerges in parallel with the factual memory trace; 
this matching pattern is called the somatic marker. In Da
masio's (1994) words, "there is a 'combination' rather than 
a 'blending' " of these two patterns that make "a set." The 
linkages between these two memories are stored in ven
tromedial prefrontal cortex, which together with amyg
dala and somatosensory cortices form the network for 
somatic markers. This network takes part in responses to 
complex stimuli. 

Relating our model to Damasio's, the formation of the 
stress threshold probably strongly depends on event trace/ 
somatic marker sets. We can conceive of the stress thresh
old as a direct function of the ratio of "bad" to "good" (or 
to the total sum of) markers. The larger the ratio, the 
more events with negative outcome in the past, and the 
more likely that the person will anticipate "bad," leading 
to a reduction of the stress threshold (and inversely). Fur
thermore, since one of the main somatic changes during 
stress is cortisol concentration rise, the trace of this change 
could be the Damasio's somatic marker, and, in our model, 
it directly influences the change of stress threshold. 

THE MODEL 

The aim of this work was to construct a mathematical 
model of stress reaction based on the assumption of the 
feedback mechanism between the HPA axis and the mem
ory system using the above-defined individual variables. 
The following subsections correspond to the steps of the 
stress response following real order in time. 

Stress Excitation 
Although the functioning of the HPA axis is known in 

greater detail than presented above, for the purposes of 
this model, it is sufficient to simulate the production and 
degradation of CRH, ACTH, and cortisol, a representa
tive of glucocorticoids. Cortisol inLibits the production 
of all three hormones via cortisol receptors in a reaction 
with saturation of the Michaelis-Menten type (Lauffen-

burger & Linderman, 1996). However, its main effect is 
to inhibit CRH via glucocorticoid receptors in hypothal
amus, hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex (Herman & 
Cullinan, 1997; Meaney et aI., 1996; Sapolsky, 1996; 
Seckl et aI., 1990). 

This mechanism can be described by three differential 
equations: 

dCRH =k .(1-. CORT )-k ·CRH (1) 
dt c 11 Kd +CORT \ 

dACTH =k\.CRH -k2 . ACTH 
dt 

dC~RT =k2 .ACTH-k3 .CORT, 

(2) 

(3) 

where CRH, ACTH, and CORTrepresent mean daily con
centrations of stress hormones, kc , k\, k2, and k3 are the 
reaction rate constants, Kd is the dissociation constant of 
the cortisol-receptor complex, and 11 is a constant whose 
meaning will be explained below. The first terms on the 
left signify production, and the second terms (with minus 
sign) signify decay in the manner of classical chemical 
kinetics. 

As mentioned above, many other factors are involved 
in the HPA axis mechanism (to name just catecholamines, 
serotonin, dopamine, gamma-aminobutyric acid), but its 
main pattern of activity is captured by this simple system. 
Regular diurnal oscillations of hormone concentrations 
are ignored, so the concentration changes express only 
stress dynamics. Numerical values of rate constants k \ = 

.023, k2 = .041, and k3 = .009 were calculated from mea
sured half-lives ofCRH, ACTH, and cortisol, respectively 
(Otero & Sieburg, 1998). 

The rate constant kc is responsible for CRH production. 
When there is no source of stress (S = 0), the HPA axis 
functions in its stationary (homeostatic, basal) regime. 
When a person is in a state of stress (S > 0), the activity 
of the HPA axis is enhanced. This is described by the fol
lowing equation: 

kc = k2 . exp(S - a). (4) 

In terms of classical chemical kinetics (e.g., Bray & 
White, 1957), k2 is an empirical constant, and a corre
sponds to the activation energy term E act / RT for the pro
duction of CRH (R is the molar gas constant, and T is ab
solute temperature ).1 Energy of activation is minimal 
energy needed for a reaction to occur (at a given temper
ature T), a threshold for a chemical reaction. It deter
mines the reaction rate in equilibrium (stationary) con
ditions. Knowing that a psychological stressor enhances 
the level of production of HPA hormones, we mapped 
the psychological threshold a to the onset of activating 
the HPA axis (i.e., to the activation energy for the produc
tion of CRH, the first reaction in the HPA cascade). 

The quantity S is an individual measure of the action of 
an external stressor (Se)' which is experienced only in com
parison with the stress threshold: S = Se - a (Se > a). 



The larger the stressor, the higher the level of HPA axis 
functioning. In this sense, S corresponds to the energy 
brought to the system. 

There is no instrument for direct and objective measur
ing of external stressors, only scales for estimating stres
sor intensity (standard scale is multi axial DSM-III-R sys
tem). The scales are formed on statistical basis: Personal 
estimations are averaged over a population. The evalua
tions of stressor strength are made indirectly, through the 
intensity of emotional reactions the stressors provoke. In 
other words, Se is the intensity of a stressor on an arbi
trary scale calibrated by average intensities of emotional 
responses in a population. Threshold a is the intensity of 
a minimal stressor arousing emotional response in an 
individual. Thus, the "units of measure" for a, Sand Se 
are the same. Obviously, Se can be less than a person's a, 
but in this case it does not have a stressful effect on the 
individual. 

Before an external stressor starts to act, the HPA axis 
functions in its homeostatic (stationary) regime. We as
sume that the basic production of CRH depends on a
that is, that the basic level of HPA axis is correlated with 
one's general vulnerability (depending on genetic factors 
and modified by previous experience). We further assume 
that the HPA axis works at a threshold level, ready to 
switch to "alarm regime" at the appearance of an exter
nal stressor. This readiness to react makes the stress sys
tem a highly adaptive (complex) system. 

Regulation of the Immediate Response 
Glucocorticoids have one more important function: to 

regulate the HPA axis intensity. Some investigators even 
think that this is their primary role (Piazza & Le Moal, 
1997). This is accomplished by the negative feedback 
loops that act on all three levels of the HPA axis via cor
ticoid2 receptors, CRs (Meaney et aI., 1996; Roozendaal, 
Bohus, & McGaugh, 1996; Sapolsky, 1996; Seckl et aI., 
1990; Yehuda, Teicher, Trestman, Levengood, & Siever, 
1996). The most important regulatory loop includes for
mation of the glucocorticoid-receptor complex (GRC), 
which stops the hypersecretion of CRH. This regulating 
function is represented by the term 17 . CORT / (Kd + 
CORT) in Equation 1. When CORT» Kd , this function 
approaches saturation (i.e., most receptors are occupied, 
and further secretion ofthe glucocorticoids does not in
fluence the CRH production). When GRC ~ C~OI (total 
number of CRs, taken to be constant during the regula
tion of the immediate response)-that is, when the inhi
bition (suppression) is maximal-kc is decreased for a 
maximal fraction 17. Thus, 17 is a constant between 0 and 1, 
directly depending on CR,o,. It is obvious that a large num
ber of receptors provides better regulation of the stress 
system because saturation will be reached for a larger 
cortisol concentration. The limit of HPA "elasticity" is 
thus determined by the number of CRs acting on hypo
thalamic CRH-producing cells. In other words, a person 
will be able to compensate for a larger stress if hislher 
CR101 is larger. The influence of early postnatal environ-
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ment on receptor development is crucial for CR produc
tion (Meaney et aI., 1996). The regulation ofHPA axis can 
be disturbed under conditions of chronic stress. 

Sensitization 
The threshold a depends on previous experience

mainly, previous stresses. Each stressful experience is 
marked by a change in cortisol concentration, which helps 
it to be memorized, and, subsequently, each such experi
ence modifies a. Since the steps of this process are not 
known, we condense them in one phenomenological 
equation: 

/la = -k4 . /lCORT, (5) 

where /la represents the change of a after the action of 
the external stressor, and k4 is the rate constant of this com
plex process (the number of corticoid receptors, mainly 
in the limbic system, must playa role in k4). This equa
tion closes the loop in the feedback mechanism of the 
two systems. The higher the stress, the larger the stress
induced cortisol concentration change (/lCORT), and the 
lower the stress threshold for future stimuli (not neces
sarily of the same kind). The new threshold value will be 
a = ao + /la (ao is the initial value of stress threshold), 
keeping in mind that /la < O. In other words, the inverse 
dependence given by Equation 5 describes general sen
sitization by a stressful event. Most people show non
specific hyperarousal in the immediate aftermath of a 
traumatic event (Bremner et aI., 1995; Kalicanin & Lecic
Tosevski, 1994; Shalev, 1996; Solomon, Laror, & Mc
Farlane, 1996; van der Kolk, 1996a; 1 996b; van der Kolk 
& McFarlane, 1996), meaning that this change is tempo
rary. Solomon et aI. (1996) emphasize that "the acute 
stress reaction constellation is almost universal," with 
undifferentiated fear as its primary determinant. Actu
ally, there is a latent period of several hours to several days 
(Kalicanin & Lecic-Tosevski, 1994; Shalev, 1996) be
tween the event and the appearance of sensitization (see 
Discussion section below). 

The link between cortisol and vulnerability is also 
supported by clinical data on hypercortisolemia, which 
is found in the vast majority of depressive and PTSD pa
tients3 (Anisman & LaPierre, 1982; Barden et aI., 1995; 
Goenjian et aI., 1996; Sapolsky, 1996; Seckl et aI., 1990; 
Yehuda & Sapolsky, 1997; Yehuda et aI., 1996). Both of 
these types of patients are known to be more vulnerable 
than average (Brett, 1996; Halbreich et aI., 1989; Orr, 
1994; van der Kolk & McFarlane, 1996; van der Kolk, 
van der Hart, & Marmar, 1996; van der Kolk, Weisaeth, 
& van der Hart, 1996). In a study on hospitalized children, 
Knight et aI. (1979) found that effective coping was re
lated to lower cortisol levels. Ursin, Baade, and Levine 
(1978) noted correspondence between high cortisol re
sponses and defensiveness with paratrooper trainees. 

So, Equation 5 reflects the assumption that some prod
uct(s) of the HPA axis helps a stressful event be memo
rized. Cortisol seems to be the best candidate for the role 
of "messenger" from HPA axis to the memory system for 
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several reasons: (I) glucocorticoids are known to enhance 
memory storage4 (Korneyev, 1997; Roozendaal, Cahill, 
& McGaugh, 1996); (2) a correlation between its secre
tion and vulnerability has been observed, as mentioned 
above; and (3) cortisol receptors are present in hippo
campus and neocortex. 

We want to emphasize again that cortisol was chosen 
only as a measure of the HPA axis activity; it is not nec
essarily the direct memory catalyst itself. It is a conve
nient marker because it is easy to measure due to its 
abundance and relatively long life (r1/2 == 90 min). Even 
if it is only a link in the chain, it may serve as an indica
tor of some other direct or indirect product of HPA axis, 
provided that their concentrations are in proportion. 

Recovery 
Besides differences in a, individuals differ in the time 

needed to assimilate stressful information. The larger the 
stress, the longer it takes to be assimilated. We assume that 
as long as the process of adopting the information lasts, 
a person is in the state of stress. When the external stres
sor is eliminated, the memory of this event acts as an in
ternal source of stress. From the site of the first storage, 
the stressful information is gradually processed and stored 
in the structured memory system-that is, it becomes 
consolidated. During this process, the "emotional com
ponent" of the information detaches from the "factual 
component," and the stress state attenuates. All this hap
pens with individual rate II r (r is a personal measure of 
time needed for the stress experience to be digested, and 
it depends on personality traits-mainly, openness). Ac
cording to Loehlin (1992), "openness variables showed 
the largest estimates for additive genetic variance ... of 
any of the Big Five" (pp. 66), so we suppose that genetic 
factors are decisive in r. 

Taking stress as a disturbance in a system, we simulate 
a decline in stress as the result of system's tendency to re
turn to its stationary state. Relaxation processes usually 
follow the exponential law: 

S = (Se - aD) . exp( -t Ir). (6) 

In the course of the same process (so the time depen
dence is the same), stress threshold increases again. But, 
the final outcome-whether a person comes out of a 
stressful situation as sensitized or toughened-depends 
on the success of coping: 

a = aD + Lla· exp( - t I r) + k 5' Lla· In(N+ IN -), (7) 

where N+ is the number of positively estimated reactions 
in one's life experience, N _ is the number of negatively 
estimated reactions (in the context explained in the in
troduction), and k5 is a proportionality constant. The sec
ond term of Equation 7 [Lla· exp( - t I r)] shows the de
crease of the temporary change of a. Higher r indicates 
slower recovery from the transient sensitization. The last 
term is responsible for long-lasting effects of stress: if 
N + I N _ > 1 (more successful than failed copings in past, 
as estimated by the person in question), then In N+ I N _ > 

0, a increases (i.e., a person is toughened by stressful ex
perience). N+ I N _ < 1 (In N+ I N _ < 0) means a decrease in 
a(i.e., long-term increase in vulnerability). We name the 
term In N+ I N _ the coping factor. 

Processing ofthe stressful memory influences the HPA 
axis through the rate constant ofCRH production (Equa
tion 4). The difference (S - a) in Equation 4 decreases 
because of both descending S and recovery of a. The re
covery of a is relevant only for subsequent stressors. In 
Equation 6, it stays at the value aD, because (Se - aD) rep
resents the initial stressor intensity: Se found the system 
at aD, and it cannot be changed retroactively. S decreases 
only due to the term exp( - t I r). 

To summarize, Equations 1-3 represent the stress dy
namics of the HPA axis, Equations 6 and 7 represent pro
cesses in the memory system, and Equations 4 and 5 re
flect processes that link these two systems: Equation 4 

(4) (5) 

MEMORY 
SYSTEM 

HPA 
SYSTEM 

Figure 1. A schematic representation ofthe model: parts ofthe 
memory system, the HPA axis, and some oftheir links. The num
bers in parentheses designate equations (given in text) and are 
placed at supposed sites ofthe described processes: Equations 1, 
2, and 3 concern the kinetics of CRH, ACTH, and cortisol, re
spectively, so they are placed at the sites of their production. 
Equation 4 shows the activation of HPA axis by the memory sys
tem mediated by amygdala, and Equation 5 describes the influ
ence of HPA stress response on the processes in the memory sys
tem. Equation 6 is mainly related to the consolidation of memories. 
We suppose that the process given by Equation 7 mainly takes 
place at hippocampus, and amygdala transfers its result (the new 
value ofstress threshold) to hypothalamus at the appearance of 
a new stressor. 



shows the influence of memory on the HPA axis, and 
Equation 5 describes the process of opposite direction 
(see Figure I). 

SIMULATION 

Resuming the above-cited literature, we can say that the 
stress reaction is roughly a three-stage process operating 
on three time scales. The sequence of steps is the follow
ing: (1) immediate (within minutes) response of the HPA 
axis, the secretion of stress hormones and self-regulation 
by glucocorticoids; (2) increase of psychological and 
physiological sensitivity (decrease of the stress thresh
old) when the action ofthe external stressor is over, start
ing several hours to several days after the event; (3) de
crease of internal stressor intensity and recovery of the 
stress threshold, lasting weeks to months after the event. 

Stage 1: In the simulation, we first let the system (Equa
tions 1-3) stabilize in a stationary state (S = 0) given the 
rate constants and 0"0' Then, we "stress" it with Se > 0"0 for 
a short time period (S = Se-O"O)' The levels of CRH, 
ACTH, and CORTjump as an immediate response of the 
HPA axis system. The inhibitory action of cortisol oc
curs (the inhibition term in Equation I) but is overridden 
to a great extent by the action of S. 

Stage 2: The external stressor is removed, and sensiti
zation begins. 0" drops proportionally to the increase in 
the cortisol concentration (Equation 5 added). 

"0 
II) 

5 
u 
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Stage 3: Recuperation begins (t = 0, S = Se_O"o)-that 
is, the memory of trauma (internal stressor) is gradually 
being stored separately from the emotional component. 
S decreases and 0" increases again with the rate 1 / l' to a 
new value, as a result of the stressful experience (Equa
tions 6 and 7 added). 

Finally, CORT descends (ke decreases as S - 0" 

decreases). 
When the system reestablishes a steady state, on a new 

cortisol (Le., threshold) level, the whole process repeats 
three more times, simulating three stressful experiences. 

The results of the simulations are shown in Figures 2, 
3, and 4. 

Discussion 
There are two recent mathematical models on diurnal 

functioning of the HPA axis (Gonzalez-Heydrich, 1994; 
Otero & Sieburg, 1998). On the other hand, there are mod
els on fear conditioning (Armony, Servan-Schreiber, 
Cohen, & LeDoux, 1995; Armory, Servan-Schreiber, 
Romanski, Cohen, & LeDoux, 1997). Gonzalez-Heydrich's 
model has a similar mathematical approach to ours, 
whereas the others are neural network models. However, 
none of them concerns the feedback of HPA axis and 
memory system. Also, the question of individual differ
ences is not addressed. 

Our model offers a possible (simplified) correlation 
between the HPA axis and the memory system. The idea 

Time 

Figure 2. Rise and recovery of cortisol concentration during stress in two hypothetical individuals differing only 
in stress threshold (0', < 0'2): The intensity ofthe external stressor is the same, but the individual with the lower (J' 

experiences it as more stressful (higher cortisol peak). 
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"0 
III 
'E o 
U 

stress state 1 

stress state 2 

Time 

Figure 3. Rise and recovery of cortisol concentration during stress in two hypothetical individuals differing 
only in characteristic recovery time (T1 < Tl): The intensity ofthe external stressor is the same, but the individual 
with higher T (Tl) spends more time in the state of stress. Although the model accounts for short actions of ex
ternal stressors, the acute phase ofstress (external stressor present) is extended to show the phases ofstress: If the 
action of external stressor lasts, a temporary "alarm" steady state is established (the plateau). The small peak after 
the plateau is cortisol rise due to sensitization-it occurs in the individual with Tl. If T is very short (T1)' the re
covery process interferes with sensitization not letting it develop fully. The influence of T on sensitization was not 
presupposed, it is purely a result ofthe simulation. This means that more "open" individuals not only will recover 
faster but are even less sensitized than the rigid ones. 

of feedback between these two systems can be found in 
the literature on stress and is formulated in different ways 
by different authors. An explicit and clear formulation is 
given by Roozendaal, Cahill, and McGaugh (1996): 

Events that are sufficiently arousing to elicit emotional 
reactions and behavioral responses are also, of course, 
likely to be worth remembering. And memory of the ex
periences can elicit appropriate reactions to subsequent 
exposure of the same or similar experience. The thesis of 
this chapter is that the same hormonal components of the 
stress response that prepare the animal to respond immedi
ately to an emotionally arousing experience are also in
volved in regulating the storage of memory of the experi
ence. (p. 39) 

Our model describes individual stress reaction to dis
crete and relatively short traumatic incidents based on 
this attitude. We can say that a is the meeting point of the 
two systems, thus directly connecting physiological and 
psychological processes: On one hand, it is the result of 
a complex process ofleaming from stressful situations that 
includes the influence of enhanced stress hormone con
centrations; on the other hand, it determines the level of 
HPA axis activity. Although the precise steps offorming 
the stress threshold are still unknown, the correlation be
tween a and cortisol concentration is observed and is 
emphasized here. 

What exactly happens during an acute stressful situa
tion (impact phase of stress) is not well known because 
the only available sources of data are personal reports. 
Also, frequently repeated and long-lasting stressors can 
have cumulative effects that often distort the response 
mechanism (McFarlane & de Girolamo, 1996), a case 
this model does not address. 

There is an ongoing debate about the differences be
tween nontraumatic and traumatic stress (Shalev, 1996). 
Lately, differences have been sought in subjective fac
tors (i.e., in individual reactions) instead of objective 
factors (the type and intensity of stressor). This is the as
sumption on which our model is based. In particular, we 
assume that a person experiences the intensity ofa stres
sor only to the extent that it exceeds his/her threshold. 
As mentioned in the Memory Systems section, one of 
the main differences between stress and traumatic stress 
is in processing stressful information. There is no inte
gration of sensory elements into a personal narrative in 
the latter case, leading to dissociation of traumatic mem
ories (van der Kolk, 1996c; van der Kolk & McFarlane, 
1996). It seems that too intense emotions (hyperorousal 
of amygdala) inhibit some hippocampal memory func
tions (van der Kolk, 1996c). There might be another in
dividual threshold for traumatic stress (at), an intensity 
of stress that overpowers one's coping mechanisms. In 
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Figure 4. Two hypothetical individuals having the same T, but differing in Uo and coping fador, exposed to four stressors of identi
cal intensity in identical time intervals (measured in months/years). Panels a and b show their cortisol levels as functions of time, and 
Panels c and d show the respective changes of their stress thresholds during the same time period. u(a) > u(b). Left-side graphs (Pan
els a and c) represent an individual with higher u and with a positive coping fador. This individual's starting reaction is not only 
smaller but it diminishes in repeated stressful situations due to the positive coping fador. The basal cortisol level (between the peaks) 
in this case is also decreasing. This individual is toughened by stresses. The case on the right side (Panels b and d) is the contrary: a 
person high on neuroticism (low u) undergoes a dangerous feedback 100p--beJshe evaluates his/her coping as unsuccessful (negative 
coping factor), which causes lowering in u (d) and consequently a higher response to repeated stressors followed by increase of basal 
cortisollevel (b). Sharp declines of us represent temporary sensitizations, after which thresholds recover to new values. 

terms of this model, it means that Equations 6 and 7 are 
valid for the range of Se: a < Se < at, if at exists. The in
hibition of hippocampal functions during intense HPA 
activity may also account for the supposed lag time of 
the onset of sensitization, on the basis of the clinical ev
idence referred to earlier (The Model section, Sensitiza
tion subsection). This phenomenon has a biological jus
tification in that a person's survival is endangered if he 
or she becomes more and more vulnerable during the im
pact phase of stress. 

Recovery processes are described (in Equations 6 and 
7) by an exponential function of time, meaning that cor
tisol is also monotonously descending (i.e., its concen
tration is averaged during this period). A more precise 
description would be a function with irregular attenuated 
oscillations. The amplitudes of this function would cor
respond to intrusions of stressful memories. With pro
gression of recovery, the amplitudes should diminish, 
and the intervals between them should grow longer. 
However, the essence of the process is preserved in this 
approximation. 

What happens if a new Se occurs during the recovery 
period? In spite of being hypersensitive after a traumatic 

event, depressive and PTSD patients during, respectively, 
depressive and intrusive episodes are insensitive to ex
ternal stressors that would otherwise provoke a reaction. 
Chrousos and Gold (1992) claim that painful memories 
make the stress system refractory to external stressors. 
This implies that stressors are not additive, but the sys
tem reacts to the strongest of them (at least when it is ex
tremely intense). As mentioned in the HPA Axis section, 
the amygdala is hypothesized to be the site at which the 
incoming external stressor is compared with the contents 
of memory to determine whether or not its intensity is 
above the threshold. The amygdala might as well be the 
comparator of external and current internal stressor, if 
there is one, to determine which one is stronger. 

Note that there are two equations (Equations 5 and 7) 
expressing the changes of a, meaning that we assume 
two different processes responsible for these changes, in
cluding different locations in the brain. It is likely that in
formation that is built in a comes from both the sites of 
initial storage (the hippocampus) and the structured 
memory "drawers" (the neocortex). If there is a recent 
stressful memory, it probably has a prevalence over the 
old memories in forming the a. The rapid change of a due 
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to the new stressor (sensitization) is a part of the rapid 
learning process, represented by Equation 5. We mod
eled it as an instantaneous process relative to subsequent 
recovery, which is a part of interleaved learning, repre
sented by Equations 6 and 7. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work connects psychological and biological as
pects of stress reaction. It integrates a wide range of re
sults from diverse research fields (physiology, psychology, 
psychiatry, etc.) into a consistent feedback mechanism 
between the HPA axis and the memory system in stress 
reaction. 

Two variables- a and i-are extracted as the main 
carriers of individual differences, representing two basic 
personality traits-neuroticism and openness-which re
late memory system to stress axis. 

This work is also a trial to define precisely the notions 
related to stress and their interrelations so they could be 
operational and translated into mathematical variables 
and functions. Using thus defined quantities, the com
plex mechanism of stress reaction is described by seven 
equations. 

The model has two important implications (predic
tions): (I) that there is a direct correlation between the 
vulnerability and the basic cortisol level in nonstressed 
individuals (via quantity a); and (2) that individuals who 
have prolonged acute stress reaction (high i) and suffer 
of intrusive memories, particularly PTSD sufferers, have 
low scores on openness. 

In our future research, we intend to examine the first 
implication experimentally, parallelly testing a normal 
(nontraumatized) population, by endocrine analyses and 
personality questionnaires. We are in the process of test
ing the second implication on a war-stressed popUlation. 
Our plans also include examining the role of corticoid 
receptors as the third important determinant of individ
ual differences. 

In spite of having many gaps to fill in, we hope that 
this model offers a useful framework for future investi
gations ofthe mechanism operating on the HPA axis and 
the memory system during stress. This model should be 
conceived only as a starting point in theoretical/mathe
matical approach to this complex problem, and we hope 
to develop it in interactions with empirical/experimental 
research. 
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NOTES 

1. The ratio Eact / RT is activation energy expressed as the number of 
molar energy quanta RT to become dimensionless quantity. 

2. Mineralocorticoid receptors have higher affinity to cortisol than do 
glucocorticoid receptors, so the former predominantly regulate the basal 

cortisol level, and the latter regulate stress cortisol level (Roozendaal, 
Cahill, & McGaugh, 1996). 

3. The difference in plasma and urine cortisol levels in these two cat
egories of patients (higher in depression and lower in PTSD) is due to 
opposite disorders of regulating mechanisms, but hypersecretion is 
characteristic of both (Goenjian et aI., 1996; Yehuda et aI., 1996). 

4. Although the role of catecholamines (epinephrine) in memorizing 
is often emphasized, the experiments cited by Korneyev ( 1997) show that 
the action of catecholamines is mediated by glucocorticoids. Adrena
lectomy decreases learning abilities, whereas administration of gluco
corticoids immediately after the training session reverses its effects. 

(Manuscript received March 15, 1999; 
revision accepted for publication January 18, 2000.) 
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